

Abstract—This paper proposes a steganalysis scheme for

detecting the reversible contrast mapping (RCM) watermarking
[1]. In the RCM watermarking scheme, the pixel pairs belonging
to the RCM domain are transformed where artifacts are
introduced to the least significant bits in the marking process.
Through analysis, we find the histogram of LSB varies from a
stego-image to the cover image. Based on this observation, we
design a specific steganalytic method for cracking the RCM
watermarking. Experiment results show the detection
accuracies of the RCM watermarking with various embedding
rates are acceptable. It can be applied in detecting the misuse of
steganographic technology in malicious activities.

Index Terms—Reversible Contrast Mapping, Steganalysis,

Steganography, Watermarking

I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography [13] is the art and science of concealed

communication. The basic concept is to hide the very
existence of the secret message. Digital object such as a text,
image, video, or audio segment can be used as the cover data.
The camouflaged object, called the stego-data, carries the
secret message silently to the recipient. It is essential that the
stego-data works as usual likes a normal standard cover data
does, hence not to attract the attentions of unintended users.
To obtain acceptable hiding payload and keep the fidelity of
the stego-image, LSB-based embedding techniques [4,5] are
popular and widely studied in the literature. Given that human
eyes are most sensitive to edges, these methods usually hide
more data in image areas with higher spatial variations.
Reversible steganography [1,57] is one of the interesting
branches of steganographic technology in which the original
cover image can be reconstructed without any loss. It
addresses an approach for conceal communication in
sensitive images such as medical or military images.
Literature reports show many methods such as difference
expansion [6], histogram shift [7] and generalized-LSB [5]
can be used to manage the spare space for embedding data.
Recently, Coltuc et al. [1] proposed a reversible contrast
mapping (RCM) watermarking scheme that is fast and has a
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high hiding-payload. It hides the message only in those pixel
pairs of an image belonging to the RCM domain, hence
provides the ability of perfectly reconstruction of the original
cover image.

In the past, much attention has been given on designing
steganographic schemes to ensure the secrecy of confidential
covert communication. To prevent misuse of these methods in
malicious activities, effective steganalysis methods [810]
that can detect the hidden messages are necessary. In general,
steganalysis methods can be classified into two groups: a
passive class and another active class. Methods belonging to
the first class aim to detect the very existence of secret
message, while methods in the second class not only have the
detecting ability but also can extract some useful information
for further analyses.

In this paper, we propose a steganalytic scheme to detect
the RCM watermarking scheme. The positive experimental
results show the feasibility of the proposed method. It is
useful in detecting malicious activities on stego-images, and
also suggests a design consideration for future development
of steganographic techniques. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. The RCM watermarking scheme is first
reviewed in the next section. Section III describes the
proposed steganalytic scheme. Experimental results are
presented in Section IV, and conclusions are made finally in
Section V.

II. REVIEW OF THE RCM WATERMARKING SCHEME
In the steganographic method proposed in [1], a simple

reversible integer to integer transformation called reversible
contrast mapping (RCM) is defined and applied to select
pixels for embedding embed data. Without loss of generality,
for a t-bit image, and (a,b) be a pair of pixels. The forward
RCM is defined below:
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where the symbol is the ceil function. From (2), to prevent
the overflow and underflow problems, the transformed pair is
restricted to the value from 0 to 2t-1. In the definition, the
pixel pair (a,b) is said to be in the RCM domain (denote by

RCM),( ba ) if the value of its corresponding transformed

pair )','( ba meets the two constraints that 12'0  ta , and

12'0  tb .
We briefly summarize the marking steps of the RCM

watermarking scheme [1] below:
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1) Divide the host image into multiple pairs of pixels.
2) For each pixel pair (a,b), conduct one of the following

three marking choices:
a) If RCM),( ba and their LSBs are not (1,1),

transform the pair using Equation (1), set the LSB
of a’to“1,”and embed secret bit into the LSB of
b’.

b) If RCM),( ba and their LSBs are (1,1),
transform the pair using Equation (1), set the LSB
of a’to“0,”and embed secret bit into the LSB of
b’.

c) If RCM),( ba , set the LSB of a to “0,”the
original LSB bit of a is treated as a secret bit and
embed in the image.

III. THE PROPOSED STAGANALYSIC SCHEME FOR
RCM WATERMARKING

Given an image O, the pixels of the image are grouped
into multiple pixel pairs, with each pair contains two pixels.
According to the RCM transformation, we classify the pixel
pairs of O into two types, one set is RCMS and another set is

RCM
S . The set RCMS consists of all of pixel pairs belonging

to RCM domain, while the set of
RCM

S contains those pixel
pairs not belonging to the RCM domain.

In this subsection we examine the migration of LSB
histogram of the RCM watermarking scheme [1]. Without
loss of generality, let (x, y) and )~,~( yx be the corresponding
pixel pairs in the cover image (before the marking action) and
the stego-image (after the marking action), respectively. Let
us consider separately the three marking rules of RCM
watermarking scheme [1] as depicted in Section II. In the first
marking choice, where RCMSyx ),( and the LSB of (x,y) has
one of the values in {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)}. Suppose the LSB
data of the original cover image are randomly distributed, all
of the three possible values mentioned above will occur in the
same probability. It is easy to calculate that that the
probabilities or bit 0 and bit 1 are 2/3 and 1/3, respectively. In
this case, the LSB of )~,~( yx is either (1, 0) or (1, 1), and each
of them appears in the same probability. It is obviously that
the probabilities of bit 0 and bit 1 are 1/4 and 3/4, respectively.
In the second choice, where RCMSyx ),( and the LSB of (x,
y) is (1, 1). The probabilities of bit 0 and bit 1 of (x, y) are 0.0
and 1.0, respectively. In this case, the LSB of )~,~( yx is either
(0, 0) or (0, 1), and each of them will occur in the same
probability. The probabilities of bit 0 and bit 1 of )~,~( yx are
3/4 and 1/4, respectively. In the third choice, where

RCM
Syx ),( and the LSB of (x,y) has one of the values in

{(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) or (1, 1)}. In this case, the probabilities of
bit 0 and bit 1 of (x,y) are 1/2 and 1/2, respectively. The same
with case 2, the LSB of )~,~( yx is either (0, 0) or (0, 1). The
probabilities of bit 0 and bit 1 of )~,~( yx are 3/4 and 1/4,
respectively.

Based on above discussions, the probabilities of bit 0
and bit 1 in the LSB of the stego-image of the RCM
watermarking scheme can be calculated. Assume the
probability of pixel pairs belonging to RCM and the
probability of pixel pairs not belonging to RCM be RCMP and

RCM
P , respectively, and EP is the embedding ratio defined by
dividing the number pairs actually used to hide data by the
total number of pairs of the stego-image. The probability of
bit b={0,1} of the LSB of a stego-image can be computed
using the following Eq.
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For a natural image, assume that the LSB is randomly

distributed, then the expected probability of bit 0 and the
probability bit 1 are the same, i.e. )0(LSBP = )1(LSBP =0.5.
Consider the following embedding example of the RCM
watermarking. Let the probability of the embeddable pairs (i.e.
those pixel pairs belonging to the RCM domain) of an image
be RCMP =0.9, and half of the embeddable pairs are used to
embed message, i.e. the embed ration EP =0.90.5=0.45.
From Eq. (3) we have )0(LSBP =
0.45(0.3750.9+0.750.1)+0.550.5 = 0.460625 and

)1(LSBP = 1-0.460625 = 0.539375. We can see obvious
difference of the occurrences of bit 1 and bit 0 in the LSB of
the stego-image of the RCM watermarking scheme with
respect to a standard natural image. Based on this observation,
the following rule is designed to discriminate a stego-image of
the RCM watermarking scheme from a nature image.
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In Equation (4), an image is detected to be watermarked by
the RCM watermarking if the measured value

)1()0( LSBLSB PP  is greater than  )10(  , which is a
threshold used to control the decision boundary of nature
images and watermarked images. In practical implementation,
the value of  can be evaluated through the analysis of
stego-images, and suitable value can be adopted to meet the
requirement for specific application.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
To show the feasibility of the proposed method, we take

500 images from content based image retrieval (CBIR) image
database [11] and transform them into 8-bit gray-level format.
The images are arranged in two groups, a set of 250 images
used in the first test and the other set of 250 images used in the
second test. The hidden messages used in our tests are
produced by the pseudo random number generator.

Two experiments are conducted in this test. In the first
experiment, we embed different amount of message using the
RCM watermarking scheme, and measure the migration of the
LSB histogram in the stego-images. Five embedding ratios
0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% are used in this test, and the
obtained )1()0( LSBLSB PP  values of the stego-images are
depicted in Figure1. Note that the embedding ratio here is
measured with respect to the number of embeddable pairs of
the cover image. From Figure 1, we can see that most of the
values of )1()0( LSBLSB PP  approach zero in natural images
(i.e. in the case of 0% embedding ratio), and the more data
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embedded in the RCM watermarking scheme, the higher
value of )1()0( LSBLSB PP  is obtained. In the second test, we
measure the accuracy of the proposed method in detecting the
RCM watermarking in different embedding ratio and
likelihood threshold value . From the data shown in table 1,
we see that when the likelihood threshold value  is set 0.03,
we obtain an acceptable result in detecting the RCM
watermarking.

V. CONCLUSION
Most steganographic schemes, such the RCM

watermarking, embed the message in the LSB of an image,
because the LSB data mostly appears randomly to observers
and introduces little degradations to the image. The artifacts
in the LSB can still leak some statistical abnormalities,
therefore gives the opportunity for steganalyzers in detecting
the hidden message. This paper presents a method to break the
RCM watermarking based on the observation of the bias
distribution of 0 and 1 bits in the LSB of the RCM
stego-images. Given the positive experimental results, we
suggest that in order to increase the security of the hidden data
in RCM like steganographic schemes, the alterations of the
LSB histogram of an image should carefully be maintained in
the data embedding process.
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Fig. 1 The distributions of )1()0( LSBLSB PP  values of the
stego-images in different embedding ratio.

Table 1. The detection accuracy of the proposed method
under various embedding ratios and threshold values.


Embedding
ratio (%)

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

0 60.4% 66.8% 71.2% 74.8% 77.2%

25 93.2% 84.8% 75.2% 58.4% 37.2%

50 99.6% 98.8% 95.2% 91.6% 88.8%

75 100% 100% 99.6% 99.6% 99.6%

100 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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